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ABSTRACT

An analysis of variance model is developed to determine if a significant difference exists between various
scatter storage techniques.

The model is a two-factor

hierarchical mixed design with each combination of transformation and search method considered as a treatment.

The

data used in the analysis is obtained from a computer program which provides statistics on the number of probes
needed to load the (k+l)st item into a table for the different treatments.

An ANOVA table was then computed for

various load factors.
A significant difference among the treatments was
detected for load factors above

.4.

Comparison of individ-

ual treatments using Tukey's multiple range test shows that
although some treatments are significantly inferior, most
treatments are not significantly different in terms of the
average number of probes needed to load an iteme
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the computer over the past 20 years
has enabled modern businesses to store vast amounts of information in a readily accessible manner.

From this desire

to have access to more and more information has evolved
numerous data management systems.

Many have been written

for use on a variety of machines, in a variety of applications.

The performance of any data management system is a

function of the file organization technique supported within
the system.

There are a variety of file organization tech-

niques available and frequently, the "best" technique is
the one best suited to the intended application:

This paper

is concerned with a file organized in a random manner which
is characterized by some predictable relationship between
the key of a record and its location in a table.

(The key

is a data field within the record which distinguishes that
record from others in the same file.)

This type of file

organization, which utilizes a key-to-address transformation,
is often called "scatter storage" or "hash coding".

There

are two aspects of scatter storage which are of special interest.

The first is the process of transforming (or hash-

ing) the key of a record into an initial address in the
table.

The second aspect arises from the problem created

when two key values hash to the same initial address.

When

this happens a. "collision" is said to occur and the various
actions adopted are called search methods.
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Both the transformation and the search method play an
important part in the success of a hashing technique.

The

objective of the transformation method is to scatter the
keys as uniformaly as possible across the range of table addresses.

The search method then has the task of resolving

any collisions that might occur in such a way as to keep
the distribution of keys uniform.

Since different transfor-

mation techniques make use of different properties to determine an initial address, it is reasonable to assume that a
particular search method will be more effective when combined with one transformation technique than another.
The retrieval problem is basically to find a particular
record given the content of one predetermined field (the
key) of that record.

For numeric key values it would seem

that the most satisfactory method of file organization, providing for fast retrieval, is to have the table address and
the key of each record identical.

This type of file organ-

ization is called direct organization and in most cases possesses an inherent problem of inefficient usage of storage
space.

For example, key field values consisting of four

digits would require 10,000 storage locations (for possible
key values of 0000-9999).

If only 100 records were to be

stored, 90% of the allocated space would be left unused.
Even though direct organization of a file allows for quicker
access to a record, the amount of unused space required
makes its use impractical for most files.

The techniques

discussed in this study require a slightly greater retrieval
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time (in that on the average more than one probe is required
to find a record), but are much more efficient in their usage
of storage space.
Scatter storage techniques are methods of mapping a
sparse set of keys into a dense set of addresses.

This map-

ping is not one-to-one as with direct organization, but the
amount of space needed is a function of how many records
need to be stored and how quickly it is desired to retrieve
those records.

The range of the key values is not a factor

as it is with direct organization.
This paper examines a number of scatter storage techniques.

The algorithms needed to implement the various

hash methods and search methods have been programmed and
implemented using random keys.

An analysis of variance

model is developed to analyze the results and compare the
techniques.
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II.
A.

SCATTER STORAGE TECHNIQUES

TRANSFORMATION METHODS
1.

Division

Perhaps the most widely used of the transformation
If N is the number of

techniques is the division method.

table addresses available and K is the key, then K may be
transformed to an address by dividing K by N and using the
remainder R as the table address.

That is, given K and N,

find R such that

K _ R(mod N).

Choosing N as the number of table addresses available will
certainly transform the key values into the desired range,
however, there are other values of N that can improve the
performance of this transformation method.

An important property of the division method is that
consecutive keys produce consecutive remainders after division by an integer.

Algebraically, if

K - R(mod N),

then

K+1 : R+1(mod N),

5
K+2 - R+2(mod N),

•
•
•

K+N-1 - R+N-l(mod N).

It then follows that for not more than N consecutive keys
in a run, each key will yield a different remainder after
division by N.

Buchholz (1963) mentions the generalization

of this property.

Namely, that a run of not more than N

successive keys separated by a constant b larger than 1
will yield different remainders after division by an integer

N, provided band N are relatively prime (i.e. (b,N)=l).

To

show this is true we might consider under what conditions
the following congruence holds.

K+bi- K+bj(mod N), 1=1, 2, ••• , N, j =1, 2, ••• , N.

This congruence reduces to

b(i-j) - O(mod N).

If b and N are relati vely prime, we can cancel the b and
are left with

(i-j) - O(mod N).

(1)
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This then shows that, for (b,N)=1, equation (1) is true if
and only i f i and j are equal modulo N.

Choosing N equal

to a prime number will insure that N and b are relatively
prime for any l<b<N.
b

Forb greater than N (a prime number),

and N will be relatively prime except when b is a multiple

of N.

This case cannot be avoided, however, and in practice

it would be unl1kely for successive keys to be separated by
multiples of a large prime number.
Buchholz (1963) suggests that all primes will not perform equally well, and in fact may perform worse than a
composite table size for a given application.

In general,

primes will produce a more uniform distribution of addresses
and may be used safely without a detailed analysis of the
keys.

2.

Folding

The second transformation technique under consideration
is termed folding.

This method consists of separating the

key field into two or more parts and subsequently adding
the individual parts together.

The sum of the parts, or

portion of the sum, is then used as the table address.
There are many variations on the way in which the key
field is separated.

A well known method is to separate the

key into parts, with each portion containing the number of
digits allowable for a table address (the last portion is
preceded by zero's if necessary).

After the addition of the
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parts is performed, the low order n digits are used to represent the address.

(Where n is the number of digits re-

quired for an address.)
For this technique, fewer collisions will result if
the table size is chosen as a power of the radix of the
keys.

This is because any other table size would require

an additional transformation to put the hash address into
the range of the possible table addresses.

In practice,

the additional transformation required will not greatly
effect the performance of the scatter storage ·technique.
Thus, if choosing the table size as a power of the radix
of the key results in an excessive allocation of unused storage space, it would be more efficient to choose a smaller
table size and use an additional transformation.
As in the division method, folding possesses the property that consecutive keys (or keys that contain consecutive integers in a particular position and are equal in
other positions) yield consecutive addresses.

Since no

multiplication or division is required in this method,
folding will be faster than other more complex techniques.

3.

Mid-square

This technique apparently stems from the mid-square
technique for generating pseudorandom numbers.

The method

involves squaring a key and obtaining a table address by
truncating a necessary number of high and low order positions.

Buchholz (1963) suggests that the squaring process
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can produce an excessive number of zero's and therefore
should not be used.

The mid-square technique does, how-

ever, provide a fairly successful method of randomizing
key values.

Because the squaring process utilizes all

positions of the key, different keys can be expected to
produce different hash addresses with high probability,
independent of whether certain key positions are related
in some manner.

As with the folding method, the table

size should be a power of the radix of the keys.

4.

Digit Analysis

This technique attempts to produce uniform table addresses from the key values by analyzing each position of
the key and using as the address those positions which
most closely follow a uniform distribution.

Initially,

this method will require more time than the previously
mentioned techniques because of the need to analyze the
file.

After it is decided which positions of the key will

be used for the table address, subsequent transformations
for updating and retrieving records will merely require
deleting certain key positions.

The time saved by having

a simple transformation technique and by having a more uniform set of table addresses (resulting in fewer collisions)
is intended to make up for the time lost in initial analysis.
One method of analyzing the key positions is to count
the number of times each digit appears in each position of
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the keys.

These results are then compared to values ex-

pected from a theoretically uniform distribution.

Those

positions most closely agreeing with the uniform distribution are used as the table addresses.
Because this technique performs an analysis of the
keys, there are inherent shortcomings.

For example, it

could not be used for applications such as compiler tables,
where advanced examination of the keys is not possible.
It would be poorly suited for dynamic files, where the most
favorable positions to delete would not remain constant.
The technique would be most efficiently used on predefined
static files which will be searched many times.

5.

Radix Transformation

Radix transformation is a method designed to break up
clusters in key sets.

Its objective is opposite that of

the division and folding methods which to a certain degree
preserve clusters.

These methods characterize the differ-

ing thoughts as to the objective of address transformation
algorithms.

Lin (1963) suggests that "the addressing algo-

rithm should distribute the records among the memory spaces
as evenly as is probabilistically possible, with the
Poission distribution as the objective".

Buchholz (1963)

disagrees, stating that "the ideal key set is a uniform one
and dispersing clusters destroys whatever uniformity already exists".
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In Lin's method of radix transformation, the key is
first expressed as a string of binary digits (bits).

If

the keys are numeric, this can be done by encoding each of
the digits with four bits (the smallest number of bits required to represent a decimal digit).

If the keys are not

numeric, a bed or IBM 8-bit representation might be used.
The next step is to group the bit string to form p-nary
digits.

The simplest grouping would be three bits to a

group, since groups of more than three bits would result
in digits beyond the range of 0-9 and groups of two bits
would result in extremely long numbers consisting of the
digits

o,

1, and 2.

This resulting radix p number is then

converted to a decimal number which when taken modulo qm
gives the address, where qm is the table size.
As an example, consider the key 167318.

Expressing

each digit as four bits, the bit string would be

0001 0110 0111 0011 0001 1000.

This bit string is then grouped by three bits to form a
number in radix 11.

000 101 100 111 001 100 011 000
0
5
4
7
1
4
3
0

The result is then converted to base 10.
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To obtain the address, the base 10 number is then taken
modulo 1o3, the table size.

342 would then be the table address of the key 167318.

B.

SEARCH METHODS

The search method used determines what action will be
taken when a collision occurs.

When the initial hash ad-

dress, h 0 (k), is unacceptable for a key k, a search technique is required which will generate a sequence of hash
addresses

hi ( k) , i = 1 ' 2, 3, • • •

until we find an h (k) which is acceptable. As Bell (1970)
1
points out, we can shorten the calculation time needed to
generate this sequence by basing all subsequent hashing
functions, hi' on the initial hash address, h 0 •
h (k) = (h 0 (k)
1

where

+

d{i))(mod N),

That is
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i =1

t

2'

and N is the table size.

3' • • •
As will be shown, d(i) i.s the

displacement function which distinguishes the various
search methodso
The chaining search methods discussed in this section
do not use a displacement function.

They use pointers to

indicate the next member of the chain.

In the linear and

quadratic search methods, d(i) is a constant which can be
either dependent or independent of the key.

1.

Displacement Search Methods

a.

Linear Probe

Perhaps the simplest and most obvious search method
is termed "open addressing" or "linear probing".
method chooses d(i)
than zero).

=i

This

x c (where c is an integer greater

The technique involves starting at the point

where the collision occurred and stepping forward c locations at a time until an empty location is found.

A search

for a stored record begins at the calculated address and
continues stepping forward c locations at a time until the
desired record is found or until an e mpty location occurs.
The latter signifying that the record is not stored in the
file.

Since addition is modulo the table s i ze, the search-

ing continues circularly past the end of the table to the
beginning.
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The

ma~n

disadvantage of linear probing is clustering

that results as more and more records are stored
table.

~n

the

After a few collisions have been resolved by linear

probing, the entries are clustered in such a way that,
given that a collision has just occurred at location h,
the probability of a collision at location h+c is greater
than the average probability over the whole table.
h

1

If

= h+c for two hash addresses, hand h', then the search

for h' proceeds over the same sequence of locations as the
search for h.

It then follows, if h is the hash address

for a set of keys and h 1 11kewise, then the linear probe
compounds the number of collisions that will result.

b.

Random Search

The random search is a technique developed in an
effort to eliminate the primary clustering inherent in the
linear probing method.

This method employs a pseudorandom

number generator, whose period is greater than or equal to
the length of the table, to provide the integer offset from
the previously searched address.

That is, our displacement

function, d(i), is an integer obtained from a suitable
pseudorandom number generator.
It is apparent that the performance of this search
technique will be dependent on the method used to generate
the random numbers.

should po

ss the

The pseudorandom number generator
follo~ng

properties:
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(1)

The generator should be simple to minimize
the computation time.

(2)

It must generate every integer from 1 to N
(where N is the size of the table) exactly
once.

(3)

It should generate the random numbers uniformly
to avoid the clustering problem.

c.

Linear Quotient Hash Code

A search method possessing the desired attributes of
requiring a minimal time per probe and a minimal average
number of probes per lookup is described by Bell and Kaman
(1970).

The linear quotient method possesses the primary

asset of the random search in utilizing a change in the
offset of successive probes from a constant to a variable.
It also possesses the simplicity of the linear search.
In face, as Bell and Kaman point out, its only essential
difference from the linear probe is the variable increment
of successive probes.

(1)

The algorithm is stated as follows:

Divide the key (K) by N (prime table size),
giving quotient Q and remainder R;

(2)

If Q is congruent to zero mod N, set Q to 1;

{3)

Make a probe at h 0 =R;
If the probe hit an empty location or a

(4)

match, we are done;
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(5)

I f we have already made N probes, the table
is full and we are done;

(6)

Make a probe at hi+l

=

(hi+Q)(mod N) and go

to step (4).

It can be seen that the algorithm simply consists of the
division transformation method and a linear search utilizing the resulting quotient as the constant increment.
For the case Q=1, the method becomes the basic linear probe.

d.

Weighted Increment Linear Search

The concept of a linear search with a variable increment law is again seen in a method proposed by Luccio (1972).
This method is called the "weighted increment linear search".
In order to provide a different increment step for different
keys,- Luccio suggests that the linear search be rewritten as

h 1 (k) = (h 0 (k)

+

q(k) x i)(mod N), i=1, 2, • • • ,

where q(k) is an integer constant function of the key.
For a composite table size N it is necessary to represent
q(k) by (2 x p(k) + 1), where p(k) is an integer constant
that can be the result of any key-to-address transformation.
As the author points out, computation is simplified if we
substitute h (k) for p(k). Also, q(k) need be evaluated
0
only initially and subsequent addresses may be obtained from
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h~+l(k) =

(hi(k) + q(k))(mod N),

where we allow

q(k) = (2h0 (k)
e.

Quadrat~c

+

1)(mod N).

Search

The quadratic search, introduced by Maurer (1968), is

=a

characterized by letting d(i)
b are constants.

x i

+

b x 1 2 , where a and

This technique makes use of the properties

of quadratic residues.

Since these properties effect the

performance of the search method, a brief
~s

d~scussion

of them

in order.
An

ex~sts

~nteger

a is a

quadrat~c

residue modulo p if there

an integer x such that

x 2 - a(mod p),
where p is a prime and a is less than p.

(2)

In the quadratic

search technique, we are interested in evaluating

h (k) +ax i
0
Th~s

+ b x i

2

-

h~+ 1 (k)(mod p).

can be equivalent to solving the congruence (2) for

some values of x and a obtained by completing the square in
the above congruence.

Thus, the

quadrat~c

search technique

yields table addresses by finding a quadratic residue (a)

..,
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for a particular x determined by the key.
An interesting property of quadratic residues is that
the integers less than p can be divided into two sets,
those which are quadratic residues of p, and those which
are quadratic non-residues of p.

For p an odd prime, there

are exactly (p-1)/2 quadratic residues and (p-1)/2 quadratic
non-residues.

For p a composite number there will be less

than (p-1)/2 quadratic residues.

Since the quadratic search

technique of generating table addresses utilizes quadratic
residues, the maximum number of unique addresses possible
will be obtained by choosing p a prime number.

Since, for

pan odd prime, there will be exactly (p-1)/2 quadratic
residues, the quadratic search will be able to generate
only half of the table addresses.

Maurer (1968) suggests,

however, that a search of half the table is adequate for
most purposes.
The main advantage of the quadratic search over most
linear search techniques is that it is not affected by prim~y

clustering.

It also tends to require less time per

probe than the random search.

Although primary clustering

is eliminated, a secondary clustering still remains.

That

is, those keys which hash initially to the same location
proceed to generate the same sequence of locations, forming
a cluster.
Bell (1970) suggested a generalization of the quadratic
search to eliminate the secondary clustering.

His idea was

to let b vary with the key k, rather than be a constant.
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That is, ge ne rate t h e sequence of addresses fro m

In teaming this search method with the division transformation method, a b(k) can be chosen at no extra cost.

Using

quotient Q (available from the initial transformation) for
b(k) provides a good way to distinguish differing keys with
the same remainders.

Bell terms this technique the "quadra-

tic quotient hash code".

The algorithm is stated as follows:

(1)

Divide k by N, leaving remainder Rand quotient Q;

(2)

If location R is successful (matches k or empty),
we are done;

(3)

Initialize A with some fixed constant;

(4)

Increment A by Q;

(5)

If location (R

+

A)(mod N) is successful, we

are done;

(6)

If we are back to original R, then the search
is a failure and we are done;

(7)

Increment R by A;

(8)

Go to step

(4).

Although the quadratic quotient hash algorithm avoids
the clustering usually encountered when linear search
methods are used, it is still limited to searching one half
of the storage table.

Radke (1970) attempts to solve this
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problem by providing a means of generating the complement
of the set of quadratic residues.
Radke's method is a result of the following number
theory property.

Let

If p is an odd prime of the form 4k+3 for some integer k,
then C is the set of quadratic residues of p and D is the
set of quadratic non-residues of p.
Radke (1970) chose to use the properties of quadratic
residues to adjust Maurer's search so as to generate the
entire sequence of keys. If our increment, d(i), is of the
form (n + d x i + b x i 2 ), then Maurer's method ~s to progress through the sequence, for i=1, 2,
an empty location is found.

... ,

(p-1 )/2, until

Radke then says that we can

use this method to search the entire table as follows.

We

first choose b=O and c=l and alter the previously defined
sets C and D to provide for nonzero n.
2
C = { <i +n)(mod p)/i=1 • 2, ••• • (p-1 )/2} •

2
D = { <p+2n- (i +n) )(mod p)/i=1 , 2, ••• ,

( p-1 )/2} •

where n is the hash address and p is the prime table size
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such that p=4k+3 for some integer k.

The algorithm then

is as follows for a key entering with hash address k.

(1)

Search address k;

(2)

If location k is full, set i=1; otherwise
make the entry and stop;

(3)

Search location (i2 +k)(mod p);

(4)

If address determined by (3) is full, search
location (p+2k-(i2 +k))(mod p); otherwise
make the entry and stop;

(5)

If address determined by (4) is full, set
i=i+l and return to (3), if i < p; otherwise
make the entry if possible and stop.

2.

Chain Search Methods

a.

Direct Chaining

Direct chaining is a method which specifies a sequence
of consecutively numbered record locations.

Space is allo-

cated in each location for a pointer which gives the address
of the next record in the logical sequence, and that record
may in turn specify its successor.

The last record loca-

tion on the chain must be marked by a suitable end-of-chain
code.
Records are initially stored in their calculated
address, if it is empty, and marked with the end-of-chain
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code .

If the home address is not empty, a search is made

along the exis ting chain to find its end.

The end-of-chain

code is then replaced with the address of an empty location
and the new record is placed in the empty location which is
then marked as the end of the chain.

Any desired technique

may be used to find the empty location.
During initial loading or any subsequent additions, it
is possible that a record's home location is occupied by a
record which is not at its home location.

That is, it is

chained to a different home location and may have still
other records chained to it.

This event could be handled

by allowing the two independent chains to merge.

In order

to save subsequent retrieval time, a more complex technique
must be used.

The new record is placed in its home location

and the old record is placed in another empty location,
making it necessary to relink its chain.
An attractive feature of this method is that when the
table fills up, new items can be placed in an overflow area
with no change in the strategy of making entries or looking
them up.

The direct chaining method is an improvement over

the displacement methods in that only the members of the
chain need be examined.

A disadvantage of the chaining

method would be the additional storage space required for
the pointers and the complexity involved w1th moving records
in storage.
Figure 1 illustrates the direct chaining search method
in conjunction with the division transformation method.
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Direct Chaining Search Technique

pointer to
next member
of chain
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Using a table size of 113 the sample keys were transformed
into table locations.

A

linear search method was used to

find an empty location when a collision occurred.

In the

example, key numbers 1, 4, and 7 each hashed to location 1
and are therefore connected by pointers.

Zero was chosen

as the end-of-chain code.

b.

Indirect Chaining

Johnson (-1961) discusses an indirect chaining method
to be used for addressing on secondary keys.

A variation

of this technique is presented here as an alternative to
the direct chaining method.
tables.

The technique requires two

The first is a record table (T) and is used to

store the keys and any information associated with them.
The second is a link table (L) and is used to store the
addresses of the keys in T.

Each location in T will also

require a link byte to hold either an end-of-chain code or
the address of the next member on the chain.
The process begins by loading the keys into T, with
each key possessing a unique location (t 1 ). As each key
is stored in T, a transformation technique is used to hash
the key, producing an address lj in L.

If lj is empty, t 1
is stored in lj and is signified as the end of the chain.
(A zero is placed in the link byte.)

If lj is

occu~ed,

then its current contents is stored in the link byte of ti,
signifying that address as the next member on the chain.
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The address of the key, ti, is then stored in lj.

We are

thereby creating a pushdown stack with the link table containing the location of the most recent addition to the
stack.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of the technique using
the division method with a link table size of 8 to hash the
keys.

A file containing the set of keys K is loaded into the

table T.

As they are loaded, the keys are hashed to the link

table L and the appropriate file address is inserted there.
The keys stored in locations t 2 and t
hashed to unique ad3
dresses and thus the link byte contains a zero signifying
them as the end of their respective chains.

The keys stored

in t 1 , t , and t
4
7 each hashed to 1 3 in the link table. So,
following the procedure outlined above, 1 contains the loca-

3

tion of the most recent entry, t

7

•

t

7

in turn points to t

4

,

and t

to t 1 , completing the chain. Key values in t
and t
4
6
5
hashed in a similar manner to 1 in the link table.

5

When searching for a particular member of the file, the
desired key is first hashed to the link table.

If that lo-

cation contains an address x, we examine the key contained
in tx•

If that is the desired key, we are finished.

If

that is not the desired key, we search each member of the
chain until we either find the desired key or reach the end
of the chain, in which case the key is not in the table.
The expected number of probes required for this technique is dependent on the size of the link table.

The

larger the link table, the fewer synonyms there will be,
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Indirect Chaining Search Technique
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resulting in shorter pushdown stacks.

Since increasing the

capacity of the link table requires considerably less space
than a similar increase in the size of the record table, we
can have a relatively small loading factor at a much cheaper
price than in most other methods.

This technique also pos-

sesses an advantage of simplicity, making it more easily
programmable and ultimately faster in execution than many
techniques.

Also, dynamic files can be managed more easily

with this method than the direct chaining method.

When

additions are made to the file, there is no need to move
around members of the chain as was required for the direct
chaining method.
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III .

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Random accessing techniques were first being used in
the 1950 ' s .
lished by

One of the first papers on the subject was pub-

w. w.

Peterson (1957) .

He discusses in detail an

"open addressing" system and provides statistics as to the
improvement of this technique over the commonly used systems
based upon a sorted file or index .

Since Peterson, a number

of papers have been published discussing new hashing techniques .
Johnson (1961) presents a generalization of the direct
chaining method which permits recovery on keys other than
the primary key .

A variation on Johnson ' s indirect chaining

method for secondary keys was discussed earlier as an indirect chaining method for primary keys .
S c hay and Spruth (1962) proposed a modification of
Peterson ' s open addressing system .

A Markov chain model is

developed to compute the probability distribution of the
displacement of records from their calculated address .

He

also derives a simple closed expression for the mean displacement of a record.
Mcilroy (1963) published a method used by

v.

A.

Vyssotsky which was a variation on the random probing technique .

In this method, a number of pseudorandom functions

are used to generate addresses.

As a last resort, when all

pseudorandom functions are exhausted, a linear search of
the file is performed .
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Taniter (1963) discusses the effect of multiple bucket capacities on scatter storage techniques.

Using Schay

and Spruth's modified open addressing system, he obtains
searchtime distributions as a function of loading factor
for various bucket capacities.
Schay and Raver (1963) show how the theory of errorcorrecting codes can be applied to the file addressing
problem.

The resulting transformation technique entails

representing a key as coefficients of a polynomial.

This

polynomial is divided by another polynomial to obtain a
remainder polynomial whose coefficients become the storage
location.
Maurer (1968) introduced the quadratic search method in
an effort to avoid the cluster problem of the linear search.
Bell (1970) decided to use the quotient obtained from the
division transformation method in place of an arbitrary constant in developing the quadratic quotient bash code.

The

quadratic search method, and the quadratic quotient hash
code are able to search only half the table.

Radke (1970)

provided a quadratic search algorithm which would search the
entire table.
Lucio (1972) and Bell and Kaman (1972) have introduced
linear search techniques which eliminate the secondary
clustering of quadratic searches and the primary clustering
of other linear searches.

These improved linear searches

also involve simpler computations.
A large amount of work on the subject has been spent
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developing new techniques, while relatively little work has
been spent providing the user with guidelines for the usage
of existing techniques.

Buchholz (1963) does an excellent

job of discussing the techniques available at that time.

He

also presents a limited amount of empirical analysis of diferent conversion techniques.
The most recent analysis of existing techniques was
performed by Lum, Yuen, and Dodd (1971).

This paper gives

a good discussion of transformation techniques and provides
extensive empirical results of their performance on a number of existing files.
Lum (1973) uses an analytic approach to analyze the
performance of certain scatter storage techniques.

This

approach assumes the keys in a file have been selected from
the key space according to a certain probabilistic selection
algorithm.

The analysis then seeks to identify key distri-

butions partial to certain transformations.
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IV.

A.

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENT

COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES

The statistic to be compared in this experiment is the
average number of probes required to load the (k+l)st item
given there are k items in the table.

It can be shown by

induction that if the k items are distributed randomly
throughout the table then the expected number of probes (E)
needed to load the (k+1)st item into a table of size N is

E

=

1 +

(3)

k/(N-k+1 ).

Ullman (1972) shows that there exists non-random hashing functions which are more efficient than 1+k/(N-k+1) for
certain values of k and N.

He also shows that equation (3) ·

is a "lower bound" on hashing performance in that if h is
any hashing function such that the expected number of trials
to insert the (k+l)st item into a table of size N is C(k,N),
and if for some k, C(k,N) < l+k/(N-k+l), then there exists
k'~ k

such that C(k•,N) > l+k/(N-k+l).

In other words, there

are no hashing functions such that C(k,N) <1+k/(N-k+1) for
all k.
For a given table size N, the value of k in equation

(3) determines the loading factor.

Table I gives the value

of E for N=211 and load factors ranging from .5-.9.
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Load Factor

E

Table I.

E

.5

2 . 00

.6

2 . 49

.7

3 . 31

.8

4 . 93

.9

9 . 64

=

1 + k/(N-k+1)

Values of E for N=211
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In the experiment, the combination of a search method
with a particular transformation method will be called a
treatment .

Table II indicates the correspondence between

treatment number and combination transformation method search method .

The statistic E will be empirically obtained

for each treatment by the computer program listed in Appendix A.

Because of the method used for comparison, the di-

rect chain, indirect chain, and digit analysis techniques
discussed in section II will not be included in the subsequent analysis.
In the direct and indirect chaining search methods the
number of probes required to load an item is not equal to
the number of probes required to retrieve that item .

The

direct chaining method also requires additional probes to
move stored items and relink chains .

The number of probes

required to retrieve an item using either method is dependent only on how many "collisions" occurred at that address
(how many members are on that chain) and not on the distribution of the keys in the table .
The digit analysis transformation method also was not
included in the analysis because the key set used is a set
of uniform random numbers.

All key positions will then be

equally well distributed and thus no positions could be
deleted .
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Treatment
Number

Transformation
Method

Search
Method

1

Division

Linear Probe

2·

Fold

Linear Probe

3

Midsquare

Linear Probe

4

Radix Trans

Linear Probe

5

Division

Random Probe

6

Fold

Random Probe

7

Midsquare

Random Probe

8

Radix Trans

Random Probe

9

Division

Weighted Inc

10

Fold

Weighted Inc

11

Midsquare

Weighted Inc

12

Radix Trans

Weighted Inc

13

Division

Quadratic Quo

14

Fold

Quadratic Quo

15

Midsquare

Quadratic Quo

16

Radix Trans

Quadratic Quo

17

Division

Linear Quotient

18

Fold

Linear Quotient

19

Midsquare

Linear Quotient

20

Radix Trans

Linear Quotient

Table II.

Treatment Number Correspondence
to Scatter Storage Techniques
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B.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MODEL

Analysis of variance is a name given to a wide range of
statistical techniques.

They are used to analyze measure-

ments which depend on several kinds of effects operating
simultaneously, where it is desired to determine which kinds
of effects are important and to estimate them.
Table III is a diagrammatical representation of the
structure of the data for the model used in this study.

In

order to describe the analysis of variance model, it is
necessary to define the terms factor and level.

A factor,

according to Johnson and Leone (1964), is ''a quality, or
property, according to which the data are classified".
Level is a term used to describe the breakdown of the factors.

The model depicted by Table III has two factors,

treatments and configurations.

The treatment factor has

20 levels, while the configuration factor has 80 levels.
In determining the factor effects it must be decided
whether parameters are to be used to denote the effects or

if random variables will be used.

When parameters are used

to represent the effects of both factors, the model is a
fixed effects model.

The model is a random effects model

when random variables are used to represent the effects of
both factors.

When parameters are used to represent the

effects of one factor and random variables are used to represent the effects of the other factor, the model is a mixed
model.
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The appropriate model should provide answers to the
questions that are asked and represent the real situation
as closely as possible.

In this analysis, the model is a

mixed model where the treatment effects are represented by
parameters and the configuration effects are represented by
random variables.

This means that we are regarding the

treatments as specific treatments and the configurations as
samples chosen from a larger number of possible configurations.
When two or more factors exist, as in the present
model, some attention must be given to the relationship of
the factors.

The two types of relationships existing for

two factor models are hierarchical design and cross design.
In a hierarchical design each level of the main factor is
associated with a different set of levels of the second
factor.

In a cross design each level of one factor is

associated with all levels of the other factor.

The model

to be used for this study is a two factor hierarchical
mixed model.
Two sets of hypothesis are of interest in this model,
one concerning the treatment effects

H0 :
H1 :

all treatment means are equal
at least two means are not equal

and one concerning the configuration effects
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H0 :
H1 :

the configuration variances are zero
the configuration variances are not zero.

The hypothesis of main interest will concern the treatments .
Certain assumptions are necessary in order to derive a
test which will serve as a basis in choosing between H0 and
H1 • These are,
(a)

The expected value of each residual random
variable is zero.

(b)

The residual random variables are mutually
independent.

(c)

The residual random variables all have the
same standard deviation.

(d)

The residual random variables are each
normally distributed.

A detailed discussion of the significance of the assumptions
is given in Johnson and Leone (1964).
Assumptions (a), (b), (c), and (d) may be writtem

xijk =

6 ..

+

a-

+

i=l,

2'

.. .'

a,

j=l, 2 '

.. . '
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k=l'

.
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'

+
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a
I

i=l i

= o,

2
Sij are independently N(O,os ),
2
Yijk are independently N(o,o );

where

is the population meanJ

~

a. are the treatment variations
~

S~.

~J

from~;

are the configuration variations

Yijk are the residual variations

from~;

from~.

Table IV presents the analysis of variance table for
the two factor hierarchical mixed model.

It contains in a

compact form the quantities necessary for the significance
test.

The test involves comparing the value of the mean

square ratio to a central F distribution with the appropriate degrees of freedom and the desired significance level
a.

If the value of the mean square ratio exceeds the value

found for the F distribution, the null hypothesis (H 0 ) is
rejected.
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Degrees
of
Freedom

Sum of Squares *

Variation

Treatment

Configuration

Residual

Total

Cx·1 •. -
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2.:

i

J

k

2.:

2.:

2.:

1

J

k

2.:

2.:

2.:

1

J

k

2.:

2.:

2.:

1

j k

*

-

-

x ... )

2

ex-1..J . - x.1 .. ) 2
(x .. k1J

x1J.. • ) 2
-

(x . 'k - x ... )
1]

X. •.

=

Table IV.

a-1

Mean Square Ratio

SST[a(b-1)]

SST
a-1

SSr,(a-1)

sse

SSC[ab(n-1)]

a (b -1)
a (b - 1)

SSR[a(b - 1)]

SSR

ab (n - 1)

ab(n-1)

2

L L L xi j k
i J k

abn

Mean
Square

abn-1

-

X·
1 ..

=

L L xijk
J k

bn

Analysis of Variance Table for

Two Factor Hierarchical Mixed Design

x ..

1] .

L xijk

=k

n
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C.

MULTIPLE RANGE TEST

If the null hypothesis that all treatment means are
equal is rejected in an analysis of variance test, it is
known that at least two treatment means are significantly
different.

At this point it might be of value to know which

means in particular are significantly different and which
are not.

A number of techniques have been developed which

can be used to point out the contrasts responsible for the
rejection of the null hypothesis (see Winer (1972)).

The

method used in this study was suggested by Tukey (1949).
Ttikey•s method makes use of the studentized range statistic qn,v• If y 1 , ••• , Yn are independently N(~ ,o2 ) and
s 2 is an unbiased estimate of o 2 based on v degrees of freedom, then

=Range (y 1 ,
s

Values of q n,v have been tabulated for specific values of
n , v, and significance level a.
Tukey•s method can be used to compare multiple contrasts , but is generally used for dontrasts comparing two
means .

For a group of a sample means, with each sample of

size ab , Ttikey has shown that the probability is 1-a that
the intervals
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x. J.-x. J. , -TIMSc

< 1.1 .-1.1 . ,

J

J

<

-

x•.J -x •.J , +T v'MSc

capture all a(a-1)/2 differences of the type l.lj-l.lj' where
j and j 1 refer to any two treatments and

T

1

= Ibn

ql-1.1; a, a(b-1) ~

MSc is the configuration mean square obtained in the analysis of variance test for the two factor hierarchical mixed
model.
As Guenther (1964) points out, when the interval for
l.lj-l.lJ' includes zero, we cannot conclude that the two means
are different.

However, if x.j is . greater than x.j' then

the interval for l.lj-l.lj' will not include zero if

or

X • .-X • . I

J

J

Thus, the method involves arranging the sample means in increasing order of magnitude and comparing the differences
between all sample means with the right hand side of the
above inequality.

If the difference in sample means exceeds

the indicated critical value, then they are considered to
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be significantly different .
The level of significance for the test of all mean differences is a ·.

In comparing any two particular sample

means , the probability of a type I error is much smaller
than a.

D.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM

Appendix A contains a list of the two computer programs
written in PL/I which were used to gather and analyze the
data for this experiment .
Program HASH was used to gather data on the number of
probes required to enter the (k+l )st item into a table using
all possible combinations of transformation method and
s earc h method .

The algorithm for each method is programmed

in a separate pro cedure .
Since there are four transformation methods and five
search methods, twenty separate tables must be loaded to
c apacity k .

The program does this by loading four tables

at a time , one search method combined with each transformation method .

After the data has been gathered on these

treatments , all tables are initialized and the process is
repeated for the next search method until data has been
gathered for each combination transformation method - search
method .

When a table is loaded to capacity k, a key is

loaded and destroyed ten times, with statistics kept on the
number of probes required to load each .

These trials
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become the x 1 j in Table III. Four runs of the program are
made in order to obtain statistics for different table configurations.
Eight digit uniform random numbers were used as keys
in the comparison.

This prevented any variations in treat-

ment means to be attributable to the makeup of the keys.
In practice, the characteristics of the key set will be an
important factor in the performance of a scatter storage
technique.
Load factor is also an important consideration in the
performance of a scatter storage technique.

As the load

factor increases, the number of probes required to load an
item increases.

The HASH program was run for different

load factors to provide another criteria for comparison of
the treatments.
· The program requires two input cards.

In the first

card the desired loading factor is punched into columns 1
and 2.

Column

4 of the first card contains a

1 if a

print-

ing of each key along with its table location and probe
count is desired.

The second input card contains an initial

value for the random number generator.

This allows each

run to have a different set of random numbers, making the
trials independent.
The data obtained from program HASH is punched into
cards and used as input to program ANALVAR.

This program

computes the treatment means, configuration means, and
necessary sums of squares to perform the analysis of
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variance test .

A discussion of the results of the analysis

of variance test using the data supplied by program HASH is
given in the next section .
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V.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this section a discussion of results obtained
from the analysis programs is presented.

An a of .05

was chosen as the level of significance for the analysis
of variance and Tukey tests.

A.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TEST

In testing the data obtained from the HASH program,
we wish to determine if the performance of treatments are
significantly different.

Tables V-VII contain the treat-

ment means in increasing order of magnitude for load factors .5-.9.

It is apparent, that as the load factor in-

creases and fewer empty spaces are available in the table,
the average number of probes required to load the (k+l)st
item also increases.

In choosing a load factor, the trade

off between increased run time and increased storage space
allocation must be considered and is thus not a part of
this study.
Table VIII contains the ANOVA tables for the various
load factors.

Mean square ratios were computed to test

both treatment effects and configuration effects.

The

critical values from the F distribution are respectively

F. 05 {19,60) = 1.75
Fo05{60,720) =

1 .32.
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A comparison of the treatment mean square ratios to the
critical F values results in a rejection of the null hypothesis, that all treatment means are equal, for load
factors of .5 and above.

On comparing the configuration

mean square ratios to the critical F value, the null hypothesis would be rejected only for load factors

.9.
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5.000

2

3

1

11

8.274

8.524

2

13

5.050
4

9.999 10.599

= .8

Treatment Means for Load Factors .7 and .8
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10

8

6

9

18

17

19

16

15

20

?.225

7.500

7. 600

7. 775

8. 200

8. 750

9.050

9. 100

9. 275

9. 600

5

7

12

11

4

3

2

1

14

13

9.650 10.050 10. 400 11 . 600 12 .375 13. 750 18. 075 27. 900 28 . 475 29 .350

Table VII .

Treatment Means for Load Factor . 9
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Load
Factor

Sum
of
Squares

Source
of
Variation

Degrees
of
Freedom

Mean
Square

Computed
F

.5

Treatment
Configuration
Repetitions

105 . 475
, 79 . 200
1887 . 200

19
60
720

5. 551
2. 987
2. 621

1. 858
1. 139

.6

Treatment
Configuration
Repetitions

326 . 830
428 . 450
5079 . 600

19
60
720

17 . 202
7. 141
7. 055

2.409
1 .012

.7

Treatment
Configuration
Repetitions

1884. 645
2299 . 150
12513 . 800

19
60
720

99 . 192
38.319
17 . 380

2.589
2.205

.8

Treatment
Configuration
Repetitions

2871.645
2629 . 550
30309 . 600

19
60
720

151 . 138
43 . 826
42.097

3.449
1. 041

.9

Treatment
Configuration
Repetitions

40025 . 970
23855 . 050
158790. 000

19
60
720

2106 . 620
397.583
220.541

5.299
1. 803

F.os<19,60)
Table VI II.

= 1.75

F. 05 (60,720) = 1. 32

Analysis of Variance Tables
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B.

PAIRWISE TREATMENT COMPARISONS

Upon determining that a significant difference exists
between at least two treatment means, it is of interest to
know exactly how many means are different and which ones
they are.

TUkey•s approach to this problem is to make

pairwise comparison's by determining the difference between two particular sample means and comparing this value
to a specified critical value mentioned previously.

Winer

(1972) gives an example of how to set up the sample means
in a table to simplify the process of calculating pairwise
differences.

For a test involving five sets of 20 sample

means, the tables are quite lengthy and are not listed
here.
Figures

The results of the comparisons are summarized by

3-5.

Treatments underlined by a common line do

not differ from each other.
a common line do differ.

Treatments not underlined by

The critical values to which the

treatment mean differences were compared is given in Table

IX.
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17

11

16

6 7 , 9 20

14

4 15 9 1 8 12 5 10

Load Factor

6 , 3 , 5 12

11

10

,8

8 20

Figure 3.

2

13

8 3

= .5

16

Load Factor

1

17

19

14

7 2

= .6

Tukey Comparison of Treatment Means
for Load Factors . 5 and .6

5 9 1 3 4
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6 8 5 , 7 , 3 1 5 19 1 0

14

20

17

16

19

Figure 4.

5 11

12

20

14

7 11

Load Factor

= .?

6 7 13

8 10

Load Factor

= .8

12

18

16

4 9 3 1 2

15

18

9 2

Tukey Comparison of Treatment Means
for Load Factors .7 and . 8

3 1 4
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10

8 6 9 18 17 19 16

Figure 5.

15

20

5 7 12

14

13

Tukey Comparison of Treatment Means
for Load Factor .9

11

4 3

2

1
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Load Factor

.5

1.43

.6

2.22

.7

5 .1 2

.8

5 .48

.9

16 . 51

c.v. = q.95;

Table IX.

c.v.

20, 60

~

Critical Values for Tukey 1 s Test
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VI.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to provide in one paper
a discussion of the various scatter storage techniques
along with an example or an algorithm to assist in implementation.

An analytic comparison approach was also pre-

sented in an attempt to determine a "best" technique for a
particular statistic.
Although the analysis of variance test showed that
some combinations of transformation method - search method
are significantly better for load factors of .5 and above,
TUkey•s test showed that at a closer look, many treatments
are not significantly different.

For load factors of .5,

. 6 , and . ?, 19 of the 20 treatments were classified as not
significantly different.

Even at a load factor of .9, 17

of the treatments were not significantly different.

The

study shows that except for the treatments using the linear
probe search method, which consistently ranked as significantly inferior, there is no "best" scatter storage technique on the basis of the average number of probes (E)
required to load the (k+1 )st item into a table.
The statistic E, chosen for comparison in this study,
is not the only statistic to be considered when selecting
a scatter storage technique.

Further studies in this area

might be concerned with the time required to transform a
set of keys to addresses, since one technique might require
fewer probes on the average but more computer time.

Also,
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a further look at the configuration effects mentioned in
this study could determine if different keys of the same
type result in significantly different performance statistics .

It would also be of value to know what affect various

key types have on hashing technique performance, since many
different types of keys appear in practice .
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APPENDIX A
LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HASH: PROCEDURE OPTIONS(MAIN);
/*
THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN TO MEASURE THE PERFORMANCE
OF SELECTED SCATTER STORAGE TECHNIQUES BY DETERMINING
THE NUMBER OF PROBES REQUIRED TO ENTER THE (K+l )ST
ITEM INTO A TABLE. K IS AN INPUT PARAMETER WHICH DETERMINES THE LOADING FACTOR. THE KEYS ARE 8 DIGIT UNIFORM ..
RANDOM NUMBERS. AN ARBITRARY TABLE SIZE OF 211 IS USED.

*I

DCL

DCL

ADDRl FIXED(4) INIT(O),
ANS FIXED(13) INIT(O),
BKEY(8) BIT(16) BASED(BPTR),
BKEY1(8) BIT(4),
BKEY2 BIT(32) BASED(BPTR2),
DKEY(11) FIXED(l),
FKEY FIXED(9) INIT(O),
FRAC FIXED(2,1),
KEY FIXED(8),
PLR8 ENTRY RETURNS(FLOAT(8)),
PRBCNT(4) FIXED(4) INIT(O),
PRNTSW CHAR(l),
QUO FIXED(7) INIT(O),
RCDCNT FIXED(5) INIT(O),
RDXKEY(8) FIXED BIN(4),
REP SW CHAR(1) INIT( 1 0 1 ) ,
REP-CNT FIXED(2),
RKEY' FIXED( 8) ,
SRCH FIXED(2) INIT(l),
STORE CHAR(1) INIT('O'),
(SUM,SUMl) FIXED(5) INIT(O),
TBL(4,211) FIXED(8),
TBLSZ FIXED(5),
Xl FIXED(2),
X3 FIXED BIN(5) INIT(O),
XK FIXED(5) INIT(O),
XKEY FIXED(15) INIT(O),
IVAL(5) FIXED BIN(31),
PARMA FIXED DEC(1) BASED(Pl);
SMTHD(5) CHAR(40) INIT((5)
'LINEAR PROBE
'RANDOM PROBE
'QUADRATIC QUOTIENT HASH CODE
'WEIGHTED INCREMENT LINEAR SEARCH
'LINEAR QUOTIENT HASH CODE

I'
1 ,
1 ,
1 ,

1 );
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MAIN:

Pl=ADDR(IVAL(l))t
BPTR=ADDR(RDXKEYJ;
BPTR2=ADDR(BKEY1);
OPEN FILE(SPRINT) PRINT OUTPUT;
OPEN FILE(ANALYZ) OUTPUT;
GET EDIT((IVAL(I) DO I=l TO 5)) (SKIP(1),5(F(10)));
GET EDIT(FRAC,PRNTSW) (F(2 1 1),X(1),A(1 ));
CALL URANST(PARMA);
CALL !NIT;
RCDCNT=RCDCNT+l ;
IF REP SW= 1 1 1 THEN REP CNT=REP CNT+l ;
T=l; KEY=PLR8(URAN(1 ))*10**8;
CALL DIVIDE;
IF STORE='l t THEN DO;
IF SRCH=l THEN CALL LINPRB;
IF SRCH=2 THEN CALL RNDPRB;
IF SRCH=3 THEN CALL WGTINC;
IF SRCH=4 THEN CALL QUADQUO;
IF SRCH=5 THEN CALL LINQUO;
END•
IF PRNTSW='l' THEN PUT FILE(SPRINT) EDIT(KEY,PRBONT(T),
ADDR1) (SKIP(1),F(8),X(2),F(4),X(2),F(4));
T=2;
KEY=PLR8(URAN(1 ))*10**8;
CALL FOLD;
IF STORE= t 1 t THEN DO;
IF SRCH=l THEN CALL LINPRB;
IF SRCH=2 THEN CALL RNDPRB;
IF SRCH=3 THEN CALL WGTINC;
IF SRCH=4 THEN CALL QUADQUO;
IF SRCH=5 THEN CALL LINQUO;
END;
IF PRNTSW= 1 1' THEN PUT FILE(SPRINT) EDIT(KEY,PRBCNT(T),
ADDR1) (X(2),F(8),X(2),F(4),X(2),F(4));
T=3;
KEY=PLR8(URAN(1))*10**8;
CALL MIDSQ;
IF STORE='1' THEN DO;
IF SRCH=l THEN CALL LINPRB;
IF SRCH=2 THEN CALL RNDPRB;
IF SRCH=3 THEN CALL WGTINC;
IF SRCH=4 THEN CALL QUADQUO;
IF SRCH=5 THEN CALL LINQUO;
END;
IF PRNTSW= 1 1' THEN PUT FILE(SPRINT) EDIT(KEY,PRBCNT(T),
ADDRl) (X(2),F(8),X(2),F(4),X(2),F(4));
T=4;
KEY=PLR8(URAN(1))*10**8;
RKEY=KEY;

DO ! =1 TO 8;
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RDXKEY(I)=MOD(RKEY,10);
RKEY =RKEY /1 0;
END;
CALL RDXTRNS;
IF STORE='l' THEN DO;
IF SRCH=1 T~N CALL LINPRB;
IF SRCH=2 THEN CALL RNDPRB;
IF SRCH=3 THEN CALL WGTINC;
IF SRCH=4 THEN CALL QUADQUO;
IF SRCH=5 THEN CALL LINQUO;
END;
IF PRNTSW= 1 1' THEN PUT FILE(SPRINT) EDIT(KEY,PRBCNT(T),
ADDR1) (X(2),F(8),X(2),F(4),X(2),F(4));
IF RCDCNT<FRAC*TBLSZ THEN DO;
PRBCNT=O; GO TO MAIN; END;
REP SW:!h 1 1 ';

IF

tn:P · CNT<1 0 THEN DO;
IJ' REP CNT> 0 THEN DO;

CALL S~AT; GO TO MAIN; END;
PRBCNT=O;
GO TO MAIN; END;
CALL STAT;
CALL INIT;
SRCH=SRCH+1;
IF SRCH>5 THEN GO TO EOJ;
REP SW= '0' ,•
REP CNT=O;

-

RCD~NT=O;

IF PRNTSW= 1 1' THEN PUT FILE(SPRINT) PAGE;
GO TO MAIN;

/*

*I

DIVISION HASH METHOD

DIVIDE: PROCEDURE;
ADDRl=MOD(KEY,TBLSZ)+l;
PRBCNT(T)=PRBCNT(T)+1;
IF TBL(T,ADDRl)~=O THEN DO;
STORE= 1 1 ';

GO TO DIV1 ; END;
IF REP SW= 1 0 1 THEN TBL(T,ADDR1)=KEY;
STORE=O;

DIV1 : RETURN;
END DIVIDE;
/*
MIDSQUARE HASH METHOD

*I

MIDSQ: PROCEDURE;
PRBCNT(T)=PRBCNT(T)+l;
XKEY=KEY;
XKEY=XKEY**2;

IF XKEY>1E9 THEN DO;
XK=MOD(XKEY/1E6,1000);
GO TO MAD; END;
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MAD:

Ml:

/*

*I

IF XKEY>1E6 THEN DO;
XK=MOD(XKEY/1000,1000);
GO TO MAD; END;
XK=XKEY;
ADDR1=MOD(XK,TBLSZ)+1;
IF. TBL(T,ADDR1) ~ =0 THEN DO;
STORE= 1 1 1 ;
GO TO Ml ; END;
IF REP_SW='O' THEN TBL(T,ADDRl)=KEY;
STORE= '0';
RETURN;
END MIDSQ;

FOLD HASH METHOD

FOLD: PROCEDURE;
SUM1 =0·
PRBCNTtT)=PRBCNT(T)+l;
FKEY=KEY;
DO K=l TO 3;
SUM=MOD(FKEY,1000);
FKEY=FKEY/1000;
SUM1 =SUM1 +SUM;
END;

Fl:

I*
*I

ADDR1=MOD(SUM1 ,TBLSZ)+l;
IF TBL(T,ADDR1) ~ =0 THEN DO;
STORE= 1 1 1 ;
GO TO Fl; END;
IF REP-SW= 1 0 1 THEN TBL(T,ADDR1)=KEY;
STORE= 1 0 1 ;

RETURN;
END FOLD;

RADIX TRANSFORMATION HASH METHOD

RDXTRNS: PROCEDURE;
PRBCNT(T)=PRBCNT(T)+l;
DO I=1 TO 8;
BKEY(I)=SUBSTR(BKEY(1),13,4);
END;
DO 1=1 TO 30 BY 3;
X3=X3+1 •
DKEY(X3~=SUBSTR(BKEY2,1,3);
END;
DKEY(11 )=SUBSTR(BKEY2,31 ,2);
Xl =11 ;
DO I=1 TO 11 ;
X1=12-1;
11 =1-1;
ANS=ANS+DKEY(X1)*11**11;
END;

X3=0;
ADDR1=MOD(ANS,TBLSZ)+1;
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RDXl:

I*
*I

ANS=O;
IF TBL(T,ADDR1) • =0 THEN DO;
STORE='1 '·
GO TO RDXl • END·
'
'
IF REP_SW=·!O' THEN
TBL(T,ADDR1
)=KEY;
1
1
STORE= 0 ;
RETURN;

END RDXTRNS;

LINEAR PROBE SEARCH METHOD

LINPRB: PROCEDURE;
ADDR1=MOD(ADDR1,TBLSZ)+1;
Bl:
PRBCNT(T)=PRBCNT(T)+l;
IF TBL(T,ADDR1) ~ =0 THEN GO TO B2;
IF REP_SW='O' THEN TBL(T,ADDRl)=KEY;
RE'l'URN;

B2:

IF PRBCNT(T)=TBLSZ THEN DO;
FULL=l ;
RETURN; END;
ADDRl=MOD(ADDRl ,TBLSZ)+l;
GO TO B1;
END LINPRB;

I*
*I

RANDOM PROBE SEARCH METHOD

I*
*I

WEIGHTED INCREMENT SEARCH METHOD

RNDPRB: PROCEDURE;
GO TO C2•
PRBCNT(T~=PRBCNT(T)+l;
Cl:
IF TBL(T,ADDR1) ~ =0 THEN GO TO C2;
IF REP_5W='0' THEN TBL(T,ADDRl)=KEY;
RETURN;
C2:
IF PRBCNT(T)=TBLSZ THEN DO;
FULL=l;
RETURN; END;
RNDNO=PLR8(URAN(1));
RNDNO=RNDN0*10**3;
ADDR1=MOD(ADDR1+RNDNO,TBLSZ)+1;
GO TO Cl ;
END RNDPRB;
WGTINC: PROCEDURE;
INC=MOD(2*ADDR1+1 ,TBLSZ);
IF INC=TBLSZ-1 THEN INC=1;
GO TO D2•
D1:
PRBCNT(T~=PRBCNT(T)+1;
IF TBL(T,ADDR1),=0 THEN GO TO D2;
IF REP_3W='0' THEN TBL(T,ADDRl)=KEY;
RETURN;
D2:
IF PRBCNT ( T) =TBLSZ THEN DO;
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FULL=l ;
RETURN; END;
ADDR1=MOD(ADDR1+INC,TBLSZ)+1;
GO TO Dl;
END WGTING;
/*

*I

LINEAR QUOTIENT SEARCH METHOD

LINQUO: PROCEDURE;
QUO=MOD(KEY/TBLSZ,TBLSZ);
IF QUO=TBLSZ-1 THEN QUO=l ;
GO TO A2·
A 1:
PRBCNT(T~=PRBCNT(T)+l;
IF TBL(T,ADDRl) ~ =O THEN GO TO A2;
IF REP_SW= 1 0 1 THEN TBL(T,ADDR1 )=KEY;
RETURN;
A2:
IF PRBCNT(T)=TBLSZ THEN DO;
FULL=l; RETURN; END;
ADDR1=ADDR1+QUO;
ADDR1=MOD(ADDR1 ,TBLSZ)+l;
GO TO Al;
END LINQUO;
/*
QUADRATIC QUOTIENT SEARCH METHOD

*I

QUADQUO: PROCEDURE;
QUO=MOD(KEY/TBLSZ,TBLSZ);
IF QUO=TBLSZ-1 THEN QU0=1 ;
QA=5;
GO TO Q2•
Ql:
PRBCNT(T5=PRBCNT(T)+1;
IF TBL(T,ADDRl) ~ =O THEN GO TO Q2;
IF REP_SW='O' THEN TBL(T,ADDRl )=KEY;
RETURN;
Q2:
IF PRBCNT(T)=TBLSZ THEN DO;
FULL=l; RETURN; END;
QA=QA+QUO•
ADDR1=MODtADDR1+QA,TBLSZ)+1;
GO TO Ql;
END QUADQUO;

I*
*I

PRINT STATISTICS

STAT: PROCEDURE;
IF REP_CNT=l THEN DO;
PUT PAGE•
PUT EDIT~'LOAD FACTOR- 1 ,FRAC) (SKIP(3),A,
F(2,1 ));
PUT EDIT('SEARCH METHOD- 1 ,SMTHD(SRCH))
(SKIP(2),A,A(40));
PUT SKIP(3);
PUT EDIT('DIVIDE 1 , 1 FOLD 1 , 1 MIDSQUARE 1 ,'RADIX TRNS•)
(SKIP(3),A,X{6),A,X(8),A,X(3),A);
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PUT EDIT((PRBCNT(I) DO I~l TO 4))
(SKIP(2),4(F(4),X(8)));
PUT FILE(ANALYZ) EDIT((PRBCNT(I) DO I=l TO 4))
(4(X(2) ,F(4)));
PRBCNT~O;

RETURN; END;
PUT EDIT((PRBCNT(I) DO 1~1 TO 4))
(SKIP(1),4(F(4),X(8)));
PUT FILE(ANALYZ) EDIT((PRBCNT(I) DO
(4(X(2),F(4)));

I~1

TO 4))

PRBCNT~O;

STAT;
!NIT: PROCEDURE;
END

REP_CNT~O;

EOJ:

RCDCNT=O;
PRBCNT=O;
TBL=O;
TBLSZ=211;
END INIT;
CALL URANLD(PARMA);
FILE(SYSPUNCH) EDIT((IVAL(I) DO I=l TO 5))
(SKIP(1),5(F(10)));
END HASH;
PUT
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ANALVAR: PROCEDURE OPTIONS(MAIN);
/*

*I

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE STATISTICS NECESSARY FOR
THE ANOVA TABLE. NAMELY:
1) TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES (SSQ)
2) MEAN SUM OF SQUARES (SMSQ)
3) TREATMENT SUM OF SQUARES (STMSQ)
4) CONFIGURATION SUM OF SQUARES (SCMSQ)
5) RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES (SRSQ)
THE OUTPUT ALSO INCLUDES THE CONFIGURATION MEANS, THE
TREATMENT MEANS, AND THE TOTAL MEAN.
DCL

STAT_TBL(20 1 4 1 10) FLOAT DEC(10),
REP FIXED(3) INIT(10),
CNF FIXED(3) INIT(4),
TRT FIXED(3) INIT(20),
SSQ FLOAT DEC(15) INIT(O),
TSTRT FIXED(3) INIT(l),
TEND FIXED(3) INIT(4),
TRTMN(20) FLOAT DEC(10) INIT((20)0),
TTLMN FLOAT DEC(lO) INIT(O),
CNFMN(20 1 4) FLOAT DEC(lO) INIT((80)0),
(SMSQ,STMSQ,SCMSQ,SRSQ) FLOAT DEC(15) INIT(O),
CSUB FIXED(3) INIT(l);

GET_DATA:
DO I=l TO REP;
DO J=TSTRT TO TEND;
GET EDIT(STAT_TBL(J,CSUB,I)) (X(2),F(4));
END;
END;
TSTRT=TSTRT+4;
TEND=TEND+4;
IF TSTRT >TRT THEN DO;
CSUB=CSUB+l;
IF CSUB>CNF THEN GO TO PRNT_TBL;
TSTRT=l; TEND=4;
END;
IF TEND>TRT THEN TEND=TRT;
GO TO GET-DATA;
/* PRINT INPUT DATA FOR EACH TREATMENT */
PRNT TBL:
-PUT EDIT('INPUT DATA GROUPED BY TREATMENT') (PAGE,A);
PUT SKIP(2);
TSTRT=l ;
TEND=4;
Pl :
00 I=l TO REP;
DO J =TSTRT TO TEND;
DO K=l TO CNF;
PUT EDIT(STAT_TBL(J,K,I)) (F(7 1 3));
END;
PUT EDIT(' ') (X(5) ,A);
END;
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PUT SKIP( 1 ) ;
END;
PUT SKIP(3);
TSTRT=TSTRT+4;
TEND=TEND+4;
IF TSTRT >TRT THEN GO TO CALC_MN;
IF TEND>TRT THEN TEND=TRT;
GO TO P1 ;
CALC_MN:
-·
I* CALCULATE TOTAL MEAN AND TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES *I
DO I=l TO TRT;
DO J=l TO CNF;
DO K=l TO REP;
TTLMN=TTLMN+STAT TBL(I,J,K);
SSQ=SSQ+STAT_TBL(I,J,K)**2;
END; END; END;
TTLMN=TTLMNI(TRT*CNF*REP);
SMSQ=(REP*CNF*TRT)*TTLMN**2;
I* CALCULATE TREATMENT MEANS *I
DO 1=1 TO TRT;
DO J=1 TO CNF;
DO K=l TO REP;
TRTMN(I)=TRTMN(I)+STAT_TBL(I,J,K);
END; END; END;
TRTMN=TRTMNI(CNF*REP);
I* CALCULATE CONFIGURATION MEANS *I
DO I=l TO TRT;
DO J=l TO CNF;
DO K=l TO REP;
CNFMN(I,J)=CNFMN(I,J)+STAT_TBL(I,J,K);
END; END; END;
CNFMN=CNFMN/REP;
I* CALCULATE TREATMENT SUM OF SQUARES *I
DO I=l TO TRT;
STMSQ=STMSQ+(TRTMN(I)-TTLMN)**2;
END;
STMSQ=STMSQ*(REP*CNF);
I* CALCULATE CONFIGURATION SUM OF SQUARES *I
DO I =l TO TRT;
DO J=l TO CNF;
SCMSQ=SCMSQ+(CNFMN(I,J)-TRTMN(I))**2;
END; END;
SCMSQ=SCMSQ*REP;
I* CALCULATE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES *I
DO !=1 TO TRT;
DO J=l TO CNF;
DO K=l TO REP;
SRSQ=SRSQ+(STAT_TBL(I,J,K)-CNFMN(I,J))**2;
END; END; END;
PUT EDIT{'TOTAL MEAN = •,TTLMN) (PAGE,A,F(?,3));
PUT EDIT( 1 TREATMENT MEANS') (SKIP(3),A);
PUT SKIP(2) ;
DO I=l TO TRT;
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IF MOD(I,5)=0 THEN PUT SKIP(2)•
PUT EDIT(TRTMN(I)) (X(3),F(7,3~);
END;
PUT SKIP(3);
PUT EDIT('CONFIGURATION MEANS') (SKIP(2),A);
DO !=1 TO TRT;
PUT EDIT(((CNFMN(I,J)) DO J=1 TO CNF))
(SKIP(2),4(X(3),F(7,3)));
END;

PUT EDIT( 1 SUM OF SQUARES = MEAN SS + TREATMENT SS + ' ,
1 CONFIGURATION SS + RESIDUAL SS 1 )
(PAGE,2 A);
PUT EDIT(SSQ SMSQ,STMSQ,SCMSQ,SRSQ)
(SKIP(2),X(3),F(10,3),X(4),F(10,3),X(4),F(10,3),
X(7),F(10,3),X(7),F(10,3));

END ANALVAR;

...
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